
 

 

Discovery is an evolutionary process that requires re-evaluation of values, both societal and 

individual. Humanity’s inherent curiosity catalyses the process of discovery which stimulates 

new ideas that often challenge widely held assumptions of humanity and the world. Through this 

evolutionary process, individuals unearth knowledge that expands their existence, an 

overarching principle that is explored in Bill Bryson's reference book, "A Short History of Nearly 

Everything" and Emilie Wapnick’s Ted Talk “Why some of us don’t have one true calling”. Both 

these texts highlight discovery’s vital role in enabling the audience to flourish socially and as 

individuals. 

 

The natural curiosity of an individual reflects humanity’s innate thirst for intellectual discovery, 

stimulating new ideas through the progressive pursuit of knowledge. Bryson recounts his 

personal thirst to learn, especially during his childhood, “excited, I took the book home that night 

and opened it”. This frames the whole book with that excitement which mimics the audience’s 

evolutionary journey with curiosity signifying the first step. This is mimetically represented at the 

beginning of section two with 18th Century society’s inherent curiosity, “the time people had 

lately become infected with a powerful desire to understand the Earth”. This parallels the initial 

process to discover, implanting a curious mindset in the audience to validate their own 

exploration of self and the world beyond this book. The paradoxical notion that the responder is 

subconsciously discovering history metaphorically represents humanity’s inherent thirst to 

discover, always stimulating new ideas as we transform through this journey. The intricate and 

complex layers to this ongoing process are depicted through the observation of “many 

cosmologists devoting their career to shaving into ever finer wafers… of the Big Bang”, 

metaphorically symbolising the ways in which every single discovery evolves to new and world-

changing ideas. Wapnick also depicts intellectual discovery initiating new ideas, through her 

pairing of the “specialist” and the “multipotentialite” who implement ideas by synthesising 

perspectives. Wapnick metaphorically encourages to “follow your curiosity down those rabbit 

holes” through the intertextual allusion and low angle shots to accentuate her point to embrace 

your "inner wiring". Wapnick’s anecdotal tone reflects and encourages curiosity as vital to 

intellectual discovery, inviting the audience to embrace this transformative experience. This 

evolutionary process emphasised in both Bryson and Wapnick’s texts highlight discovery’s 

stimulation of new ideas once curiosity is embraced and allowed to begin the process. 

 

Bryson's focus on discovery of vital aspects of the world involves the documentation of 

challenging scientific assumptions. This subversion of accepted paradigms is given a human 

identity as Bryson identifies a series of figures who have challenged assumptions in specific 

fields, often carefully planning their quest to attain more knowledge and expand human 

consciousness. Hubble’s revolutionary discovery that “the universe is expanding… evenly in all 

directions” synecdochally represents this dynamic, challenging all prior assumptions by using 

high modal language to encounter a more developed and complete perspective of the universe. 

By providing a model that represents humanity’s discovery and evolution, Bryson encourages 

readers to undertake a similar process in progressing through the revolutionising revelations 

within this book. Bryson even focuses on models as part of his discovery methodology, an 

example being the documentation of Mendeleev's carefully structured creation of the Periodic 

Table, challenging all previously proposed ideas by approaching this obstacle "slightly 



 

 

differently by placing his elements into groups of seven... Because the properties repeated 

themselves periodically." Both these models mimic Bryson’s planning to foster the responder’s 

discovery. By establishing a sequence of chapters and accounts of individuals who have 

challenged assumptions, he ultimately forces the audience to unearth new understandings. 

Although planning and application of revolutionary models increases the chances of intellectual 

discovery, there is still a level of uncertainty which can occur. In 1761 Germany, Maskelyne 

attempted to measure the distance from the sun, "there were too many observations, which… 

often proved contradictory and impossible to resolve". The irony signifies that intellectual 

discovery as a result of Bryson’s book requires the responders’ reflection to accept this 

subversion that is part of the process. The reader is required to challenge assumptions and be 

being open minded and receptive to new possibilities, which is also the case with Wapnick’s 

TED Talk.   

 

Wapnick’s TED Talk, also strongly conforms to the notion of challenging widely held 

assumptions of humanity through her concept of “multipotentialites”, individuals “with many 

interests and creative pursuits”, subverting traditional expectations of the specialist genius. This 

notion is evident in her rhetorical question, “What if you weren't wired this way?”, angling the 

camera towards the audience to challenge assumptions made of ourselves and the process of 

evolution itself. The question is purposely targeted towards the audience to challenge 

humanity's presumptive “notion, that narrowly focused life is highly romanticised in our culture”. 

This subversion allows us to discover that evolution can lead to a new class of “wired” 

individuals. Wapnick’s assertive tone on the repeated use of second person language “you” 

accentuates that the individual must be active in reflecting on society’s assumptions, in order to 

undergo self discovery. Wapnick’s conclusion that “the world needs multipotentialites”, reflects 

Darwin’s notion of natural selection, that for society to prosper, we must challenge assumptions, 

“embrace your inner wiring” and fuse perspectives. This is paralleled in how her talk brings 

together the perspectives of all the audience members and the online audience, implied in her 

choice of textual form. Further, the recurring, technological metaphor of “wiring” used to 

symbolise an individual’s method of processing information, stresses that to discover, they must 

undergo a self reflective process to understand themselves before evolving to discover new 

ideas. Conversely, Bryson challenges this notion through the model that “our cells are a 

country… each devoted in some specific way to your overall well-being”. This metaphorically 

represents the evolutionary benefits of discovery that we are presented with in life and that all 

we have to do is “embrace it”. Bryson’s focus on discovery through challenging scientific 

assumptions works alongside Wapnick’s concept that discovery relies upon the acceptance of 

the truth about ourselves, moving beyond social and cultural paradigms in order to evolve 

through discovery. 

 

Bryson and Wapnick, both propose that discovery is an evolutionary process that is initiated 

through humanity’s inherent curiosity that stimulates new ideas which challenge widely held 

assumptions. Within these circumstances, individuals continue to evolve, discovering more 

knowledge as they embark on this journey. Both these authors highlight the importance to 

discover, advancing humanity in this evolutionary process. 


